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CHANGES
REV200921

REV210409

Initial issue
General – typographic corrections & references to DHOT removed, Introduction – Club
Officials, [A1] Flight Authorisation – Signatories updated, [A3] Aircraft Defects – Online
recording, [P2] Recency Guidelines – Night recency/Staff Pilots/Enhanced
requirements, [P3] Qualified Pilot Check-Out – Staff Pilots , [F1] Callsigns – Instructor
qualifications, [F2] Operational Limitations – Updated and training limitations moved,
[F3] Night Operations – Time restriction, [F5] Flights Outside Northern Ireland – Online
service, [F6] Restricted Aerodromes – List updated, [F10] Handling Notes & Checklist –
Cessna 152 & [F11] Handling Notes & Checklist – Cessna 172 S – Leaning, Training
section – numbering changed due to insertions, [T1] Student Records – Theory exam
recommendation, [T4] Training Limitations – Relocated from general minima, [T8]
Standard Navigation Exercises – Syntax errors and typing mistakes rectified/new route
added, [T9] IR(R) Course – Newly added, [T10] Theoretical Instruction & GroundSchool –
Lesson plan/exam recommendation, [T11] Examinations & Tests –
Examiners/recommendation, [X4] Recency Flow Chart – Added for quick reference

Due to the transient nature of legislation during the UK's extraction from EASA,
references are likely to change between update cycles and users of this
document are advised to verify external references and links as applicable.
Whilst EU regulations have broadly been ratified and brought into UK national
law, the CAA states on its website that "References to EU regulation or EU
websites in our guidance will not be an accurate description of your obligations
or rights under UK law." and maintains the following information subsite with upto-date guidance including all European regulations which continue to apply:
https://info.caa.co.uk/uk-regulations/
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Rationale
The guidelines and procedures laid down in this document have been established to ensure a high standard of
safety across all UFC operations, to aid consistent operation of aircraft and training standards and to ensure
good communication and Members' understanding of administrative procedures regarding aircraft operation and
hand-over.

Scope
The Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) in this folder are issued under the authority of the Committee of the
Ulster Flying Club (1961) Ltd (hereafter referred to as UFC) in consultation with the Head of Training and the
Aerodrome Manager (acting on behalf of the UFC Committee).
All pilots and UFC Members involved in the operation of UFC aircraft must be made aware of this document as
part of their initial check-out and upon joining and are subsequently responsible for familiarising themselves
with its contents. Flight Instructors must also ensure that Student Pilots are familiar with both flying and
training standards.
Information in this document may complement, supplement and/or amplify information and regulations
published by the UK CAA, EASA and other national authorities and aircraft manufacturers. In the event of conflict
or contradiction between any of the information or procedures contained herein and information published by
official sources, the official information shall be considered authoritative.
Whilst this document is aimed at reducing the likelihood of an emergency situation arising, UFC Members are
reminded that in the event of an emergency or in case of any other immediate danger to an aircraft and its
occupants, such action should be taken as is required to avert that danger; this may include deviation from
standard procedure where such is indicated.

Revision
This document is reviewed and updated on an on-going basis and the revision code is found in the page footers
and on the cover page with the following nomenclature based on the last revision date: REVYYMMDD.
Appendices, not necessarily part of this document and its update cycle, will be marked with a separate revision
code or date marker and if doubt exists, their currency can be checked with the Aerodrome Manager or Duty QFI
as applicable.
Should any reader of this document notice errors or wish to propose changes or provide feedback, such
submission should be made to the Aerodrome Manager who will take it to the Committee for further discussion
in consultation with the Head of Training and Deputy Head of Training.

Distribution
This document must be made available in full to any UFC Member on request and printed copies should be kept
in the UFC Aerodrome Manager's Office, Flight Office and Instructors' Office; an electronic copy is provided on
the UFC website. In the event of an update, a notice should be posted on the UFC Flight Safety Board.

Club Officials
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Chairman

David Clifford

Vice Chairman

Terry Bunce

Aerodrome Manager

Rodney Pritchard
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Abbreviations
Acronyms
A/G
AGL
AIM
AIP
AIS
AMSL
ARR
ATC
ATO
ATPL
ATZ
CAA
CFI
CPL
CRI
CRS
CTA
CTR
DEP
DTO
EFATO
EFIS
FE
FI(A)
FI(R)
HOT
IAA
IAS
IFR
IMC
LAPL
METAR
MOR

Air to ground
Above ground level
Aircraft information manual
Aeronautical information publication
Aeronautical information service
Above mean sea level
Arrival
Air traffic control
Approved Training Organisation
Airline transport pilot licence
Aerodrome traffic zone
Civil Aviation Authority
Chief Flight Instructor
Commercial pilot's licence
Class Rating Instructor
Certificate of release to service
Control area
Control zone
Departure
Declared training organisation
Engine failure after take-off
Electronic flight instrument system
Flight Examiner
Flight Instructor (Aeroplane)
Flight Instructor (restricted)
Head of Training
Irish Aviation Authority
Indicated airspeed
Instrument flight rules
Instrument meteorological conditions
Light aircraft pilot's licence
Meteorological terminal aviation
routine weather report
Mandatory occurrence report
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MPC
MSL
NDB
NOTAM
NPPL
PEC
PFL
PIC
POH
PPL
QFI
QPR
RFFS
RWY
SOP
TAF
TAS
TWY
UFC
UTC
VFR
VMC
VOR

Mandatory progress check
Mean sea level
Non-directional beacon
Notice to airmen
UK national private pilot's licence
Position error correction
Practice forced landing
Pilot in command
Pilot's operating handbook
Private pilot's licence
Qualified Flight Instructor
Qualified pilot's record
Rescue and fire fighting service
Runway
Standard operating procedure
Terminal area forecast
True airspeed
Taxiway
Ulster Flying Club (1961) Ltd
Universal time coordinated
Visual flight rules
Visual meteorological conditions
VHF omnidirectional range

Units of measurement
ft
KIAS
KTAS
km
kt
ltr
m
qt
US gal

Feet
Knots, indicated airspeed
Knots, true airspeed
Kilometres
Knots
Litres
Metres
US quarts
US gallons
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A1

[A1] Flight Authorisation
Applicability

This policy applies to flights in all aircraft owned or operated by the Ulster Flying Club (1961) Ltd. The policy also
applies to privately or group owned aircraft operating from Newtownards for the purpose of instruction in flying
for the grant or renewal of a pilot’s licence or rating or flight tests for the grant or renewal of a licence or rating.
Only those pilots duly authorised by the Ulster Flying Club may fly Club aircraft. Before authorising a flight, the
authorising signatory must be satisfied that the following requirements are met:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valid licence
Valid medical certificate
UFC recency ([P2] Recency Guidelines)
All debt owed to the club is settled
Weather within UFC limitations
Initial check-out and orientation as applicable completed as per SOP [P4] Qualified Pilot Orientation

Authorised signatories have the right to decline to authorise a flight if they have concerns over the potential safe
conduct of the flight and must inform the Aerodrome Manager accordingly. In case of disagreement, the matter
should be referred to the Aerodrome Manager and/or a UFC Committee representative at the earliest
convenience.

Authorised signatories
Flights in UFC aircraft may be authorised by the authorised signatories listed below in the following order of
precedence: Flight Instructors/Examiners, Staff Pilots, Ground Staff.
David Clifford
Lee Pritchard
Rodney Pritchard
Mike Allen
Dave Bishop
Richard Boyd
Gary Ferguson
Paul Harris
Ryan Hogg
Trevor Kellett
Bryan Kennedy
Roger McConnell
Iain McFall
Mike McNamara
Alex McNeill
Daniel Meanley
Mike Montgomery
Johnny Moore
Patrick Mullan
Robbie Nelson
Darren Newell
Colin O'Neill
Dirk Strydom
Adam Taylor
Stefan Wagner
Dan White

REV210409

Ground Staff
Chairman
RFFS, Ground Crew
Aerodrome Manager
Flying Staff
Flight Instructor
Flight Examiner
Flight Instructor
Head of Training
Flight Instructor
Staff Pilot
Flight Examiner
Flight Instructor
Flight Examiner
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Staff Pilot
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Class Rating Instructor
Flight Instructor
Staff Pilot
Staff Pilot
Staff Pilot
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor

Private hire only
Private hire only
Private hire only

Self only

Self only

Self only
Private hire only
Self only
Private hire only
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[A2] Aircraft Records & Documents

A2

Most UFC original aircraft documents, except POH, are kept in a filing cabinet in the Instructors' Office and must
be made available to pilots on request. Whilst the copies in the aircraft satisfy the CAA/EASA requirements for
local flights within the Belfast and Aldergrove area and local training flights, originals of the Certificate of
Airworthiness and Certificate of Registration must be carried on all other flights as per Part-NCO.GEN.135.

POH
POH are kept in the aircraft at all times and pilots are reminded that the original POH must be carried during all
flights; the AIM in the Flight Office does not cover that requirement.

Tech logs
Tech logs for UFC aircraft are now fully electronic and updated by Ground Crew and Desk Staff on the basis of
dockets completed by the PIC. FIs can access the document from the computer in the Instructors' office and
printed copies should be made available at the front desk for Students and self-hiring pilots.
In case of after-hours self-hire, it is the responsibility of the Ground Crew member who leaves out the aircraft to
ensure that information on remaining hours and recorded defects are made available to the PIC (printouts left in
the aircraft or by telephone or e-mail).

Hours remaining
Flying hours and days remaining until the next mandatory routine aircraft inspection should be evident from the
Certificate of Release to Service (CRS) issued by UFC's maintenance partners which should show either the
tachometer reading at the time the previous routine inspection was completed or the tachometer reading at
which the next inspection is due and in any case the date of the next routine inspection.
If the tachometer hours are not shown on a given CRS, it is the duty of the person who accepts the aircraft from
maintenance along with the document to write at the bottom of the CRS copy kept in the aircraft: "Next
inspection due: XXXX.X tacho"; the figure is calculated by adding 50 hours to the tacho reading when accepting
the aircraft.

Tech dockets
It is the PIC's responsibility to complete a self-duplicating (PIC/Student copy and UFC copy) tech docket
recording the following parameters and to check previously entered figures against actual instrument readings:
•

Pilot in Command, Student: PIC name and name of Student in case of dual flight (or number of
passengers)

•
•
•
•

Date, Aircraft Registration
Hobbs: The aircraft's Hobbs counter start and finish figures to calculate time flown (decimal hours)
Tacho: The engine tachometer start and finish figures to calculate engine running time (decimal hours)
Times: Start and finish to calculate total flight time, per type of flight where applicable (PPL is for selfhire) and specifying whether local or UTC

•
•
•
•

Exercise Detail or Route: For dual flights, the exercise number(s), else route or detail as required
UFC Authorisation: To be completed by a signatory listed in SOP [A1] Flight Authorisation prior to flight
PIC Authorisation: To be completed by the PIC prior to flight
Post Flight: To be completed by PIC after the flight with all defects recorded and passed on (see SOP
[A3] Aircraft Defects)

Due to a legal requirement for technical documentation to be kept safe outside the aircraft, docket books must
not be taken to the aircraft for flight; the PIC/Student copy of the next blank docket may be taken to the aircraft
as desired as long as the information is then manually copied to the duplicate after the flight.
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A3

[A3] Aircraft Defects

Defects must be recorded on the tech docket and using www.ulsterflyingclub.com/defects by the PIC and
transferred to/cross-checked against the electronic tech log by Ground Crew or Desk Staff. PICs must also
check previous pages in the docket book to ensure that no defects exist which have not yet been transferred and
pilots should draw attention to new defects. In case of complex defects and insufficient writing space, additional
notes must be given either verbally or on a separate sheet.
Rectification of most defects must be carried out by a licensed engineer as per applicable legislation and if
pilots are unsure, they must consult the Duty QFI or Aerodrome Manager.

Minor defects
In case of minor defects which do not affect the aircraft's performance or interfere with the safe conduct of a
given flight, the PIC accepts the aircraft at her/his discretion and a replacement aircraft should be made
available on request whenever capacity allows. Minor defects include (by example):
•
•
•

Failure of external lights (except during night hours)
Failure of flight instruments (excluding systems monitoring) not essential for the type of operation
Failure of seat belts for unoccupied seats

Unserviceable aircraft
If a defect is deemed to render the aircraft unsafe for further use by the PIC, Ground Crew, Desk Staff and if
possible the Aerodrome Manager must be informed and the next available docket in the docket book clearly
marked "TECH" to safeguard against further operation by those uninformed. Where doubt exists as to the nature,
severity or implications of a defect, the matter should also be referred to the Duty QFI.

Incidents
If a defect or damage to the aircraft is the result of an incident or mishandling, it must be discussed as part of
the incident debrief as per SOP [A6] Incident Handling.

REV210409
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A4

[A4] Duty QFI & Briefing
Staff briefing

Before the start of operations on a given day, a staff briefing should be arranged to include at least all FI and
Staff Pilots, the Aerodrome Manager whenever on shift, and where possible also Ground Crew/RFFS and Desk
Staff. All staff members should encourage such a meeting to take place and the primary responsibility lies with
the first FI to arrive on site.

Duty QFI
During the staff briefing, a Duty QFI should be appointed for the day who will take a lead role in assuming the
following responsibilities; this does not absolve anybody else from sharing those responsibilities and, in the
absence of the Duty QFI, all flying staff must take ownership of their decisions and apply due diligence.
•
•
•

Ensuring entry of all required information into the Duty Book as described below
Designation of runway(s) in use and setting the signal square accordingly
Printing and posting weather information to include a list of TAFs, significant weather chart (F215), spot
wind chart (F214) and surface pressure chart ("synoptic chart")

•

Posting of NOTAMs deemed urgent or of particular relevance to local operations including permanent
changes
Ensuring that updated aircraft records are made available by Ground Crew or Desk Staff

•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that sufficient copies of all training documents are in the Flight Office
Maintaining an overview of bookings in collaboration with Desk Staff
Addressing issues and concerns including aircraft technical problems, equipment faults, safety
considerations, incidents and escalating such issues to the Aerodrome Manager as required
Accepting enquiries passed on by Ground Crew and Desk Staff or delegating them as appropriate

The Duty QFI will be specified by the Aerodrome Manager and HOT based on workload as the least busy FI will
likely have more spare resources, and on a fair and equal basis to ensure ample opportunity for all FI to take on a
leadership role as well as to allow for "downtime".
If no suitable person to perform the Duty QFI role is rostered, training (flight) operations must not take place. The
role of Duty QFI may be performed remotely to supervise a restricted FI for the purpose of training flights
excepting any Student solo authorisation and the Duty QFI must:
•
•
•
•
•

make contact with the FI(R) to discuss weather conditions and operational specifics prior to the first
flight;
ensure by way of METAR, TAF and in dialogue with the FI(R) the suitability of weather conditions;
advise the Aerodrome Manager of such an arrangement;
ensure that the arrangement is noted in the Duty Book;
be able to get to the airfield if required within a reasonable timeframe.

Duty Book
A diary-format Duty Book must be kept in the Flight Office at all times containing the following information:

12

•
•
•

Name of appointed Duty QFI
Names of FI on shift
Names of Ground Crew/RFFS

•
•
•

Weather conditions (assessed by direct observation and relevant METARs)
Hand-over notes (important messages to be brought forward, new information to be added)
Points to be added to the agenda for discussion at the next training review meeting (dedicated page)
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A5

[A5] Safety & Communication

All procedures and regulations laid down in this document were established with consideration given to the
safety of all Members, visitors and the general public. Compliance with these procedures and regulations, albeit
not exclusively, ensures that a minimum standard is maintained and necessary requirements are met.
The UFC strive to exceed minimum standard to make operation of aircraft and the aerodrome in general as safe
as possible and all Members are expected to assist in maintaining the highest possible standard.

Visitors
Members bringing passengers or other visitors to the UFC are responsible for giving such information or
instruction as is required to ensure their safety as well as the safety of others; this is particularly important
where visitors are accessing any airside or active areas (manoeuvring areas and hangars).

Communication
Effective communication is key to the safety of any operation and of particular importance in aviation. The UFC
and Newtownards Aerodrome are often a busy environment in which the loss of information is likely but can
have far-reaching consequences. Care must therefore be taken to recognise and preserve critical information
and, if in doubt, such information should be shared, documented or recorded depending on urgency; this is
everybody's responsibility and the UFC strongly encourage a general attitude of:
"If in doubt, shout!"
A particular onus is on UFC employed and contracted staff and all those involved in flight operations (including
pre- and post-flight actions and aircraft handling on the ground) to address and mitigate risks inherent to
aviation by their own conduct and by maintaining effective communication.

Safety Board
The UFC provide a Safety Board located outside the Instructors' Office and beside the normal route in and out of
airside areas. Only information related to safety and, by default, all matters regarding operation of aircraft, should
be posted there and any overlapping avoided as far as possible to ensure visibility of all notices.
The Safety Board must not be used for general information (e.g. on UFC events) and advertising and FIs are
encouraged to use downtime to carry out occasional checks and tidy up as required.

Duty Book
A Duty Book is available as per SOP [A4] Duty QFI & Briefing and constitutes another corner post of effective
communication.

REV210409
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SOP

A6

[A6] Incident Handling

All incidents in or involving UFC aircraft must be reported to the Aerodrome Manager or Duty QFI in writing to be
relayed to the UFC Committee, regardless of other legal reporting requirements.

Open and just culture
While safety is a primary concern at all times and pilots must be aware of and mitigate the various risks inherent
to aviation, the UFC understands that incidents occur for various reasons and supports an open and honest
culture in which reporting and discussion of incidents is encouraged and Members can do so without fear of
unjust repercussions or ostracism. The focus must be on learning for those involved, all UFC Members and the
wider aviation community.
Fortunately, for most pilots and UFC Members incidents are a rare occurrence and therefore many will not be as
conversant with reporting procedures as they are with other administrative and flying tasks. Assistance and
support should be provided by the Aerodrome Manager, Duty QFI or HOT as required. Those dealing with incidents
and post-incident documentation and debriefs must do so in a sensitive and supportive manner.

UFC incident report
The UFC provides an incident report form (Appendix [X3] UFC Incident Report Form) which must be completed
when an incident occurs and posted in the reporting box outside the Instructors' Office. This extends to any
safety concerns which can be reported anonymously by an observer who may or may not be involved and the
UFC Committee, in consultation with relevant expertise holders, will review any such report.

Mandatory occurrence reporting (MOR)
Most of the more common incidents also require the filing of an MOR and pilots are referred to applicable
aviation law; where doubt exists, the Aerodrome Manager, Duty QFI and HOT will provide clarification and
assistance but filing the report remains the primary responsibility of the PIC or UFC Member involved in the
incident.
•

Guidance on mandatory occurrence reports (MORs) and voluntary occurrence reports (VORs) – CAP382:
https://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/Make-a-report-or-complaint/MOR/The-MORs-Code/

•

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/1018 (full text) contains a list of mandatory reporting
occurrences:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32015R1018&from=EN

•

European Aviation Safety Reporting Portal (to file MOR online) and relevant CAA and European
supporting guidance:
https://www.aviationreporting.eu/AviationReporting/
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201496%20APR18.pdf
https://www.aviationreporting.eu/AviationReporting/documents/Guidancematerial376-2014.pdf

Pilot orientation
Incidents in flight or during the operation of UFC aircraft must be brought to the attention of the Aerodrome
Manager and/or Duty QFI and, in due course, the HOT. It is the responsibility of the authorising FI or Duty QFI,
either directly or by delegation, to conduct a debrief with the PIC following an incident. The aim is to support the
PIC in analysing the cause and contributing factors and discuss precautions and safeguards to reduce the
likelihood of recurrence.
The PIC must be supported throughout this process and where pilot error is identified to be the cause, remedial
action must be taken which can range from a thorough debrief and discussion to mandatory pilot orientation as
per SOP [P4] Qualified Pilot Orientation. The extent is at the discretion of the respective FI (or, in cases of a FI PIC,
the HOT) and should be mutually agreed with the PIC by using the Qualified Pilot Review Form in [X1] Standard
Record Forms.
If a Student is involved in an incident, it should be addressed as part of her/his training, the learning opportunity
emphasised and remedial training provided within the applicable training programme. The supervising FI is
responsible for ensuring the completion and filing of all necessary reports.
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SOP

P1

[P1] Pilot Requirements

All pilots and students (except for the purpose of trial and introductory flights) must become a member of the
Ulster Flying Club prior to flying in UFC aircraft.

Private hire
Qualified pilots may hire UFC aircraft if they meet the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Hold a valid EASA/CAA pilots licence with a current SEP rating
Hold a valid EASA/CAA medical certificate
"Pilot" or "Visitor" membership with the UFC
Initial dual check-out flight with a UFC Instructor as per SOP [P3] Qualified Pilot Check-Out

Flight authorisation
All flights must be authorised in accordance with SOP [A1] Flight Authorisation.

Qualified Pilot’s Record (QPR)
All Private Pilots are advised to keep an up-to-date Qualified Pilot’s Record (QPR). This record is kept in the
Instructors' Office and should contain:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Licence details
Medical expiry
Certificate of revalidation of relevant ratings
Record of currency check or evidence of currency
Record of all flights in UFC aircraft
IMC rating (if applicable)
G1000 differences training (if applicable)
Cross-water check (if applicable)

The UFC is not responsible for reminding pilots of their renewal dates. These remain the responsibility of the
individual pilot, however signatories may check their QPR at any time.

Flight Instructor and Staff Pilot records
Registered Flight Instructors and Staff Pilots are required to submit copies of their licences, medical certificates
and relevant ratings to the Aerodrome Manager for reference and must notify the UFC of any changes affecting
their ability to perform their respective roles.
The UFC will not be responsible for reminding pilots of their renewal dates, these remain the responsibility of the
individual pilot, however the Aerodrome Manager or UFC Committee may check their file at any time.

Visiting other aerodromes
Private hiring pilots flying to another airfield are required to obtain a weather brief for the destination; the
authorising signatory may request a discussion of such a brief in case of concerns regarding the suitability of
conditions. If a TAF is not available for the destination airfield, then TAFs of surrounding aerodromes should be
considered. For flights to land outside Northern Ireland, it is the pilot's responsibility to comply with all planning
requirements under applicable law, including GAR (General Aviation Reports) and ICAO flight plans.
A list of restricted aerodromes is available in SOP [F6] Restricted Aerodromes.
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P2

[P2] Recency Guidelines & Check-Out

The UFC has established in-house recency guidelines in addition to applicable legal recency and licensing
requirements. Pilots are reminded of the requirement to have made 3 take-offs and landings in the 90 days
preceding a flight in order to carry passengers legally.
Pilots who do not meet the recency requirement must complete a check-out with a UFC FI/CRI or, in accordance
with the table below, with a Staff Pilot.
An easily accessible flow chart is available under [X4] Recency Flow Chart.

Student Pilots
Student Pilots are covered under training procedures; refer to [T5] Student Solo Flight.

Qualified Pilots
Day – Most recent flight1 on type outside the preceding:
6 calendar weeks

LAPL, PPL

12 calendar weeks

LAPL, PPL in case of other flight within 6
weeks2
CPL, ATPL, FI(A)

90 days

All pilots

Check-out/recency procedure
Minimum of 1 circuit with (plus
additional time if and as required by) an
FI/CRI or Staff Pilot
Minimum of 3 circuits dual with an
FI/CRI to include a glide approach and
emergencies

Night – In addition to day recency, most recent night flight3 outside the preceding:
LAPL, PPL

Minimum of 3 circuits dual with an
FI/CRI

CPL, ATPL, FI(A)

Minimum of 3 circuits solo before
carrying passengers and/or instructing
at night

90 days

1

Any flight on type as PIC, not limited to UFC aircraft
In piston aircraft, dual or solo, including microlights (acknowledging Annex I to ED Decision 2020/005/R, AMC
and GM to Part-FCL — Issue 1, Amendment 9)
3
Night flight in any SEP or MEP aircraft
2

Flight Instructors & Staff Pilots
Continued proficiency will be re-assessed in case of prolonged absence (no flight instruction given/Staff Pilot
duties carried out in over 6 months) and in case of concerns as required by the Committee in consultation with
the HOT.

REV210409
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SOP

[P3] Qualified Pilot Check-Out

P3

All qualified pilots are required by the UFC to complete an initial check-out flight with a FI or CRI prior to
operating aircraft on a self-hire basis or on behalf of the UFC, regardless of licence held. Depending on the type
of intended operation, the following guidelines apply.

General requirements
Pilots who have previous experience on type (Cessna 152 or Cessna 172) must complete a minimum of 1 hour
which can include supervised solo flight and must cover:
•
•
•
•
•

Aircraft signing-out and record keeping where specific to UFC
3 circuits including a standard and flapless approach
Engine failure after take-off
Forced landing (glide approach is acceptable)
Go-around

Pilots who do not have type-specific experience must complete a minimum of 2 hours which can include
supervised solo flight and should focus on differences training to include all of the above and:
•

Stall revision

Aircraft Information Manuals are kept in the UFC Flight Office for reference and prior theoretical familiarisation
is advisable.
Check-outs must be conducted by an FI or Class Rating Instructor; this ensures continuity should further training
needs be identified.
If certain items are not covered to acceptable standard, they must be discussed in the de-brief and a qualified
pilot review form completed as an agreement between the pilot and FI/CRI (on behalf of UFC).
An initial check-out should be recorded and signed on the QPR record page ([X1] Standard Record Forms). In case
of disagreement or differences of opinion, both parties are advised to refer the matter to the Aerodrome Manager
and UFC Committee for clarification and mediation.

Staff Pilots
Holders of commercial licences wishing to join UFC as Staff Pilots are subject to interview by the HOT and a UFC
Committee representative in addition to the above check-out criteria.
Continued proficiency will be re-assessed in case of prolonged absence (no Staff Pilot duties carried out in over
6 months) and in case of concerns as required by the Committee in consultation with the HOT.

Flight Instructors
Holders of FI/CRI certificates wishing to join UFC as FI/CRI are subject to interview by the HOT and a UFC
Committee representative and must, in addition to the above check-out criteria, demonstrate a ground briefing
on a selected topic or exercise and a condensed airborne lesson as part of their check-out flying time with the
HOT.
Continued proficiency will be re-assessed in case of prolonged absence (no flight instruction given in over 6
months) and in case of concerns as required by the Committee in consultation with the HOT.
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P4

[P4] Qualified Pilot Orientation

Orientation is a learning opportunity for qualified pilots with the purpose of ensuring the safe and consistent
operation of UFC aircraft and therefore differs from training. In this document, 'training' refers to tuition and
instruction given towards the grant of a licence, rating or revalidation/renewal.
All qualified pilots can avail of orientation with an FI/CRI or Staff Pilot at any time and pilots are encouraged to
discuss their orientation needs as required. Examples include area familiarisation, general handling or
manoeuvring refreshers, radio navigation practice, etc.

Mandatory orientation
In the following situations, as in the case of check-outs as per SOP [P3] Qualified Pilot Check-Out and SOP [P2]
Recency Guidelines, such orientation for qualified pilots can be a UFC requirement and therefore prerequisite to
aircraft operation as PIC:
•
•
•
•

Type orientation1
Garmin G1000 orientation
Cross-water check
Post-incident refresher1

1

These must be completed with a FI/CRI.

Post-incident refresher
In response to incidents or accidents in UFC aircraft, such instruction or guidance should be provided as agreed
under SOP [A6] Incident Handling and documented in the QPR using the relevant form in [X1] Standard Record
Forms. The qualified pilot should also receive a copy signed by herself/himself and the respective FI.
Once the agreed refresher instruction is complete, this must be recorded and signed on the form again to enable
the qualified pilot to return to PIC operation.

Cross-water check
Private pilots (LAPL, PPL without FI(A)) who cannot evidence previous cross-water flying experience (logbook,
dockets), are required to complete a cross-water check consisting of one leg (inbound or outbound, this enables
pilots to buddy-up for cross-water checks) to include discussion of:
•
•
•

Flight planning including ICAO flight plan and GAR
Record of all flights
Search and rescue, over-water precautions, ditching considerations

Garmin G1000 orientation
Pilots who cannot evidence previous experience in operating aircraft equipped with the Garmin G1000 EFIS suite,
whether at UFC or elsewhere and regardless of type and class, must engage in instruction as required and as
agreed with the respective FI/Staff Pilot at least to the extent of demonstrating their competence in using the
system for the intended type(s) of operation as specified in the table below.
Due to the complexity of the system, the basic introductory orientation should be conducted on the ground to
avoid VFR flight with excessive focus on systems to the detriment of lookout. If the introduction is completed in
the aircraft on the ground, consideration must be given to battery life and demonstrations kept short or ground
power connected whenever possible.
Two documents, the "Garmin G1000 Pilot's Guide for Cessna Nav III" and "Garmin G1000 Integrated Flight Deck
Pilot's Guide" are kept in the UFC Flight Office and exist in electronic versions; the "Garmin G1000 Trainer"
software is also available for use on UFC computers. Pilots should be advised that it is in their interest to study
relevant chapters before commencing orientation with an FI/Staff Pilot.
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Day VFR
• Pre-start checks of the G1000, aircraft start-up and shut-down
• Tuning both COM units, setting volume levels and making and receiving radio calls
• Setting and operating the intercom
• Tuning both NAV units, setting volume levels, confirming idents and displaying NAV information
• Setting the heading bug
• Adjusting the altimeter pressure setting
• Use of the transponder, including selecting codes and the VFR code
• Normal VFR flight operation including interpreting heading, altitude and airspeed
• Use of the G1000 navigation capability in DIRECT mode
• Interpreting aircraft data including engine parameters, fuel and systems monitoring (electrical, vacuum)
• Knowledge of failure and back-up modes of the G1000
IFR
• The ability to fly the aircraft in simulated IMC to the limits required by an IMC rating using the G1000 display
• The ability to fly the aircraft in simulated IMC to the limits required by an IMC rating using backup
instruments
• The ability to select, identify, display and track ground-based radio aids (including VOR, NDB & DME) and the
ability to fly a track using the GPS
• The ability to fly an instrument approach following a published procedure to the missed approach point
followed by a missed approach to the limits specified for an IMC rating
• The use of the autopilot to maintain altitude, headings and tracks and to climb and descend
• The ability to input, save and activate a flight plan on the G1000
Night VFR
• Setting illumination levels for the Garmin screens
• Operation of other panel lights and external lights
• Location of passenger and cockpit lighting
• The ability to fly the aircraft at night, including take-off and landing and to cope with in flight lighting
failures
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F1

[F1] Callsigns
Background

The Civil Aviation Communications Centre of the UK National Air Traffic Services has allocated the Telephony
Designator “SCRABO” for use by the Ulster Flying Club Ltd effective from 31st October 2002. All flight plans
operating under the Scrabo callsign should use the Identifier “SCB”.

Use of designator Scrabo
• Dual instructional flights / Staff Pilots
Each authorised Instructor operating from Newtownards will be allocated a personal two-digit callsign to
be pre-fixed by the designator “SCRABO”, e.g. "SCRABO 61". The callsign should be used for all dual training
flights.
• Student solo flights
Student Pilots shall also use the prefix “Student” (e.g. Student SCRABO CE) on their first call to each ATSU,
the “Student” prefix may then be omitted from subsequent calls to that ATSU once the ATSU has
acknowledged the prefix in their response.
• PPL flights
Private Pilots flying Club aircraft should use the full aircraft registration as their callsign (e.g. GOLF
UNIFORM FOXTROT CHARLIE ECHO).
• Club Fly-Outs
During Club fly-outs all aircraft will be assigned a Scrabo callsign.

Allocation of Scrabo callsigns
Alphabetical order
Mike Allen
Flight Instructor (I, N)
Dave Bishop
Flight Examiner
Richard Boyd
Flight Instructor
Gary Ferguson
Head of Training (N)
Paul Harris
Flight Instructor (N)
Ryan Hogg
Staff Pilot
Trevor Kellett
Flight Examiner
Bryan Kennedy
Flight Instructor (N)
Roger McConnell
Flight Examiner (I)
Iain McFall
Flight Instructor
Mike McNamara
Flight Instructor
Alex McNeill
Staff Pilot
Daniel Meanley
Flight Instructor
Mike Montgomery
Flight Instructor
Johnny Moore
Class Rating Instructor
Patrick Mullan
Flight Instructor (N)
Robbie Nelson
Staff Pilot
Darren Newell
Staff Pilot
Colin O'Neill
Staff Pilot
Dirk Strydom
Flight Instructor
Adam Taylor
Flight Instructor
Stefan Wagner
Flight Instructor
Dan White
Flight Instructor (N)
(I) – Instrument/IR(R), (N) – Night instruction

41
22
51
48
60
79
21
52
46
35
57
81
49
62
59
82
78
77
76
55
56
53
47

Trevor Kellett
Dave Bishop
Iain McFall
Mike Allen
Roger McConnell
Dan White
Gary Ferguson
Daniel Meanley
Richard Boyd
Bryan Kennedy
Stefan Wagner
Dirk Strydom
Adam Taylor
Mike McNamara
Paul Harris
Mike Montgomery
Colin O'Neill
Darren Newell
Robbie Nelson
Ryan Hogg
Johnny Moore
Alex McNeill
Patrick Mullan

Ordered by callsign
Flight Examiner
Flight Examiner
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor (I, N)
Flight Examiner (I)
Flight Instructor (N)
Head of Training (N)
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor (N)
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor
Flight Instructor (N)
Flight Instructor
Staff Pilot
Staff Pilot
Staff Pilot
Staff Pilot
Class Rating Instructor
Staff Pilot
Flight Instructor (N)

21
22
35
41
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
55
56
57
60
62
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Out of phase updates to this list, prior to incorporation into this document as part of an update cycle, are
available from the Aerodrome Manager and HOT.
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F2

[F2] Operational Limitations

Newtownards Aerodrome does not have any instrument approach aids and all approaches must be made in VMC.
The following limitations are in place for operation of UFC aircraft by Qualified Pilots including dual instruction
and check-outs. Specific limitations applicable to Student supervised solo flight are outlined in [T4] Training
Limitations.
All UFC aircraft must be operated within the applicable legal limitations and in addition the following club
limitations apply.

VFR
Operation
Day

Maximum
1

Wind

30 kt

Minimum
Crosswind

Visibility

Cloud base

5 km

VFR legal limit

10 km

2000 ft

2

POH

A suitable alternate airfield within the specified limits must be available.
Night

20 kt

POH2

A suitable alternate airfield and routeing options within the specified limits must be available.
1
2

Including gusts
The maximum demonstrated crosswind component as per POH.

IFR
All instrument flight of UFC aircraft in actual IMC must be conducted in accordance with the appropriate
statutory regulations and within the limitations and guidelines of Part-NCO; pilots must familiarise themselves
with all applicable minima at the planning stage. In addition, pilots flying UFC aircraft must, except in an
emergency, observe the following minimum descent/decision height when executing instrument approaches.
Approach minima
The highest of

Part-NCO.OP.111 or Part-NCO.OP.112 requirement +200 ft
absolute minimum (AGL) 500 ft (precision approach) or 600 ft (non-precision approach)

Holders of IR(R) ratings (formerly IMC ratings) are reminded that the purpose of the rating is to continue flight in
unexpected adverse conditions, not deliberate flight into known instrument conditions.

Airborne and ground observations
Pilots should assess the suitability of conditions by meteorological observation, reference to the aerodrome
weather station, and trend monitoring including the acquisition and interpretation of available aviation reports
and forecasts.
If conditions in the local area cannot be assessed conclusively from the ground or by reference to METAR/TAF,
an Instructor on shift may conduct a "scouting" flight consisting of a circuit or local flight within Newtownards
ATZ.
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F3

[F3] Night Operations
Background

The objective of this procedure is to minimise the additional risks that may arise from the operation of aircraft at
night from Newtownards. A detailed risk analysis of the hazards of night operation from the main apron has been
completed and is filed in the Ards Airport Airfield Lighting Manual. This procedure documents the risk reduction
measures based on the apron risk analysis and also includes other measures aimed at reducing other night flying
risks. This procedure is intended to complement but not replace the syllabus of training used to obtain a night
qualification.

Applicability
This procedure applies to flights in all aircraft owned or operated by the UFC and to privately or group owned
aircraft operating from Newtownards for the purpose of instruction in flying for the grant or renewal of a pilot’s
licence, rating or qualification or flight tests for the grant or renewal of a licence, rating or qualification. Other
than the section covering movements on the apron this policy does not necessarily apply to helicopter flights.

Associated documents
The Ards Airport Airfield Lighting Manual includes details of the airport lighting systems and specifies the
maximum permitted level of failed lights. The Newtownards Aerodrome Manual also contains a summary of the
aerodrome lighting facilities and references to other relevant documents.

Weather minima
Newtownards Aerodrome does not have any instrument approach aids and thus all approaches must take place
in VMC. All operations in UK airspace at night must comply with IFR minimum altitudes. In practice this means
that, except during take-off and landing and flying visual circuits, aircraft must either be able to fly at an altitude
of at least 1000 ft above the highest fixed obstacle within 5 nm either side of track whilst remaining in VMC or
remain below 3000 ft AMSL and remain clear of cloud and in sight of the surface. Additional parameters are
detailed in SOP [F2] Operational Limitations.
All flights, except where authorised as part of a club event or by prior arrangement with the Aerodrome Manager,
must be completed by 21:00 local time; emergencies are exempt.

Pre-flight brief
The Duty QFI shall ensure that all personnel involved in night operations are briefed on the additional hazards
and associated risk reduction measures applicable to night operations from Newtownards. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

24

Minimum number of personnel to enter the apron area
Pilots to switch on aircraft beacons and navigation lights before starting engines and to keep lights on
while engines are running. Pilots to ensure that no one is near the aircraft before starting engines
Pilots to exercise additional care when taxiing and to use a taxi or landing light at all times
Action to be taken in the event of failure of aircraft lights
Action to be taken in the event of failure of aerodrome lights
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Taxiing Procedures
Manoeuvering including taxiing and power checks is limited to the apron and lighted sections of the manoeuvring
area/taxiways.

Failure of aerodrome lights
Newtownards Aerodrome does not have any alternative power supply for the runway lights. Night flying should
only take place from Newtownards if weather conditions are suitable for a diversion to either Belfast City or
Belfast Aldergrove and when those airports are open. The air/ground radio operator will attempt to establish the
cause of failure and advise any aircraft operating on Newtownards frequency when the lights are expected to be
restored. If necessary, a battery powered handheld radio can be used for back-up communication. Light signals
are not normally available. The action to be taken by aircraft commanders depends on the phase of flight:
Before departure

Aircraft should return with caution to the apron and shut down engines. Any
aircraft unsure of the taxiing routes without the guidance of edge lights should
hold position and request assistance.

On final approach

Carry out a missed approach and continue to circle the airfield until advised of
likely time to restoration of the lights, or until commander decides to divert.

In flight within
Newtownards ATZ

Continue to circle the airfield until advised of likely time to restoration of the lights,
or until commander decides to divert.
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F4

[F4] Fuel Management
Legal position

EASA NCO.OP.125 outlines the legal fuel and oil minima to be carried for certain types of flight and UFC require
pilots to be familiar with those requirements. Whilst legal minima must be adhered to at all times, UFC
recommend minima as outlined under "Fuel reserves" below.
Most aircraft have a fuel capacity providing a flight endurance significantly greater than normally needed,
however the aircraft loading requirements may not permit the carriage of full fuel and the maximum passenger
and baggage load. Thus the commander has to ensure that sufficient but not excessive fuel is carried for any
particular flight.

Objective
The objective of this procedure and its associate action is to assist the PIC of any aircraft operated by the UFC in
meeting their legal responsibilities under the Air Navigation Order and that the flight can take place safely. The
ultimate responsibility for ensuring that adequate fuel is available and that the aircraft is loaded within its
certified limits remains with the PIC.

Daily fuel samples
A sample of fuel shall be drawn from all of the aircraft fuel drain points and checked for contamination on each
UFC aircraft daily before the first flight of that aircraft. The samples are collected and disposed of to avoid
pollution. The PIC of the aircraft shall ensure that a satisfactory sample has been taken. If the aircraft is away
from Newtownards the commander shall ensure that satisfactory samples are taken each day and
arrangements made for their safe disposal.
Before commencing any flight, the commander shall check that none of the fuel drain points shows any signs of
leakage.

Fuel quantity
Whenever a UFC aircraft is re-fuelled the quantity of fuel uplifted shall be recorded on the appropriate Aircraft
Tech Log. The responsibility for recording the amount of fuel uplifted lies with the person refuelling the aircraft
(normally UFC ground staff). Unless the PIC of the aircraft making the next flight specifically requests otherwise,
the UFC C172s shall not be filled above 20 US gallons or 75 litres per side.
When accepting an aircraft before flight the PIC shall check the Flight Authorisation Sheet and estimate the fuel
remaining. The actual quantity of fuel in the aircraft must be checked by dipstick before each flight and checked
against the fuel gauges and the estimated quantity. Any discrepancy must be resolved before the aircraft is
flown. When a UFC aircraft is away from base the PIC must maintain a record of the fuel uplifted.
The PIC shall be satisfied before each flight that the quantity of fuel on board is adequate for the flight including
a safe margin for contingencies and that the aircraft is loaded within its limitations.

Fuel reserves
Pilots are responsible for complying with legal minimum fuel reserves at all times and the UFC strongly
recommends a final reserve on landing sufficient for a minimum of 45 minutes of flying time in cruise
configuration as per commercial operation requirements and an absolute minimum of 30 minutes is mandatory.
UFC aircraft must not, except in an emergency, be flown to the EASA 10-minute minimum for flights with the
aerodrome in sight.
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[F5] Flights Outside Northern Ireland

F5

Legal position
The ‘Prevention of Terrorism Act’ requires that all flights to & from Northern Ireland, The Isle of Man and the
Channel Islands shall take place between ‘Designated Airports’ unless the Chief Constable of the Police Force
responsible for the airport's jurisdiction has been notified in advance.
Newtownards Airport is not a designated airport and therefore advance notice is required.
The normal minimum period of advance notice required is 12 hours as outlined in the footnote to the GAR form.
A standard “General Aviation Report” (GAR) form was introduced early in 2003; this form meets the requirements
of the Customs & Excise, The UK Police Service's Ports Office and the UK Immigration Service. Blank copies of
the form are available online from the PSNI web site in formats suitable for both email and fax.
(www.psni.police.uk/index/advice-and-legislation/advice_small_ports.htm). Paper copies are also available from
the Newtownards general office.
Additional constraints apply to helicopter flights in and out of Northern Ireland.
Local Police must be notified of both inbound and outbound flights. This can be achieved by completing and
submitting a GAR to the appropriate authority.

Departure from Newtownards to a destination outside Northern Ireland
Submit a GAR to PSNI either by fax to 028 9090 1242 or email to GAR@psni.pnn.police.uk.
Submit a GAR to the NCU either by fax to 0870 240 3738 or email to ncu@hmce.gsi.gov.uk or to your destination
Police service.
In case of any difficulty contact Police Authority NI – Port Unit (028) 9065 0222 Ext. 28000. They will require the
details shown on a GAR Form.
Before departure, complete departure cards for all passengers and crew and deposit in the UFC general office
before departure. Write the aircraft registration on the back of the PIC's card.
Fill in the ‘Record of Flights In and Out of NI’ sheet in the office; indicate the number of passengers carried in the
remarks column.

Arrival at Newtownards from a destination outside Northern Ireland
Submit a GAR to the NCU either by fax to 0870 240 3738 or email to ncu@hmce.gsi.gov.uk or to your departure
Police service.
Submit the GAR to PSNI either by fax to 028 9090 1242 or email to GAR@psni.pnn.police.uk. An online service is
now available at https://www.submit-general-aviation-report.service.gov.uk/welcome/index.
In case of any difficulty contact Police Authority NI – Port Unit (028) 9065 0222 Ext. 28000. They will require the
details shown on the GAR Form.
Upon arrival at Newtownards complete arrival cards for all passengers and crew and deposit in the UFC general
office. Write the aircraft registration on the back of the PIC's card.
Fill in the ‘Record of Flights In and Out of NI’ sheet in the office; indicate the number of passengers carried in the
remarks column.

Flight between a non-designated airfield in the UK & Northern Ireland
Contact the UK airfield in advance and advise them that you have submitted a GAR to the NCU. Give as much
notice as possible and have available full information on pilot and passengers. Remember that some airfields
also require prior permission for all visiting aircraft.
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[F6] Restricted Aerodromes
Objectives

Based on previous incidents in UFC aircraft and the potentially poor condition of the surfaces at some
unattended aerodromes, the UFC has prohibited operations into certain places in the UK and Ireland for all Pilots
and restricted some airfields for Pilots who do not hold a commercial level licence and/or FI(A) rating.
Long-term hire and operations further afield need to be arranged and discussed separately with the Manager or
Aerodrome Manager in consultation with an FI; this is to ensure the feasibility of such an operation both from a
safety and administrative viewpoint.

Aerodrome Criteria
Members wishing to fly a Club Cessna to an aerodrome with a runway less than 600 m x 12 m not listed below
must seek prior approval from the Committee and HOT.

Categories
There are 3 levels of restriction by which aerodromes are categorised:
X

Not permitted

B

Subject to prior visit with an FI or Staff Pilot

A

Subject to being accompanied by an FI or Staff Pilot

All aerodromes, regardless of UFC restrictions, may and should be used in an emergency or when required for
safety reasons in unforeseen circumstances.

List of aerodromes
Andreas
Athboy (EIMH)
Aughrim
Barra (EGPR)
Bellarena
Carrickmore
Castlekennedy
Causeway
Clonbullogue (EICL)

28

X
B
X
X
X
X
B
A
B

Coll (EGEL)
Colonsay (EGEY)
Connemara (EICA)
Coonagh (EICN)
Cumbernauld (EGPC)
Galway (EICM)
Glenforsa
Inisheer (EIIR)
Inishmaan (EIMN)

X
X
B
X
B
X
A
X
X
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Inishmore (EIIM)
Kernan
Kilkeel – Nicholson
Movenis
Navan (EIHH)
Newcastle (EINC)
Trevet (EITT)
Trim (EITM)
Weston (EIWT)

X
X
B
A
A
B
A
X
B
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[F7] Passenger Briefings
Briefing standard

Requirements for passenger safety briefings are contained in EASA Part-NCO.OP.130 and the relevant AMC
(Acceptable Means of Compliance) as well as Part 5 of the UK ANO 2016 (for non-EASA aircraft). All the
checklists for UFC aircraft contain “Passenger Briefing - COMPLETED” as an item in the pre engine start section.
It is the responsibility of the PIC to ensure that briefings are given to acceptable standard to include the items in
the UFC checklists and/or passenger briefing cards:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location of exits
Operation of doors and windows
Exit routes (away from the aircraft, clear of the propeller)
Operation of seats and seat belts
Location of emergency equipment (fire extinguisher, first aid kit, life jackets if required)
Actions in the event of an emergency landing (opening doors, brace position, removal of glasses)
Inadvertent operation of switches and controls (front seat passengers, especially trial flights)
Cabin air vents
Intercom and silence
Comfort and discomfort - encourage passengers to report concerns and nausea early
Lookout - report any traffic seen

All aircraft carry passenger briefing cards which show the seat belt operation, seat adjustments, emergency
exits, exit routes, location of the fire extinguisher and the brace position. These cards should be drawn to the
attention of all passengers and students.

Instruction
Instructors shall ensure that a passenger briefing is completed before every flight. As with all the other
procedures, Students should be encouraged to give this briefing from an early stage of training so that it
becomes part of their routine. The importance of their giving the briefing to their passengers once they have
qualified for a licence should be emphasised.
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[F8] Use Of Transponders

Unless otherwise instructed by an Air Traffic Control Unit the following procedure should be adopted by all
transponder equipped UFC aircraft operating from Newtownards Airport.

Aircraft remaining in the circuit at Newtownards
The transponder can remain switched off or standby.

Aircraft planning to leave the Newtownards circuit
Select code 7000 in modes A and C as part of the pre-departure checks (i.e. set the numerical display to 7000 and
then set the selector switch to “ALT”)
Select the transponder “OFF” or "SBY" as part of the after landing checks.

Special purpose codes
Some codes are reserved internationally for special purposes and should be selected together with mode C (ALT)
as follows:
Code 7700

to indicate an emergency condition, this code should be selected as soon as possible after
declaring an emergency situation, and having due regard for the over-riding importance of
controlling aircraft and containing the emergency. However, if the aircraft is already
transmitting a discrete code and receiving an air traffic service, that code may be retained at
the discretion of either the pilot or the controller.

Code 7600

to indicate a radio failure

Code 7500

to indicate unlawful interference with the flight, unless circumstances warrant the use of
Code 7700.

Code 2000

When entering United Kingdom airspace from an adjacent region where the operation of
transponders has not been required.

Digital display transponders
The UFC C172S aircraft are fitted with transponders with a digital display of the altitude reported in hundreds of
feet. The reported altitude is based on standard pressure of 1013.2 hpa. The transponder mode C transmission
may be checked on the ground by setting the stand-by altimeter to 1013 and checking that the transponder read
out corresponds to the altimeter. Remember to reset the altimeter afterwards!

G1000 aircraft
The Transponder integrated into the G1000 EFIS is automatically activated in ground mode when the system is
switched on. Once the aircraft reaches flying speed the transponder switches into mode C automatically and
operates in modes A & C, unless the pilot deactivates the transponder manually. The pilot must ensure that the
correct transponder code is selected before departure, this would normally be code 7000 unless an alternative
code has been allocated by ATC. After flight and before shut down, as a courtesy to the following pilot, the pilot
should reset code 7000 if an alternative code had been selected during flight.
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[F9] Use Of Aircraft External Lights

F9

This procedure is introduced to ensure consistency within UFC aircraft operations and for the safety of other
aircraft and personnel on the ground. The use of lights should not be considered a substitute for good lookout,
however in marginal conditions the use of additional lighting may reduce the risk of collision. Cessna
recommend using the taxi light in flight for improved conspicuity (by other items of traffic).

Anti-collision beacon
The beacon should be checked before each flight, left switched on at all times, and checked extinguished after
leaving the aircraft. This ensures external warning of the master switch being left on and reduces the likelihood
of ground staff approaching the propeller in such a condition and depletion of the battery.

Navigation lights
•
•
•

Operation should be checked before the first flight of the day and before any potential night flight.
Navigation lights should be on before engine start during dusk and darkness.
Navigation lights may be used in place of an unserviceable anti-collision beacon during the day and the
failure must be reported to ensure rectification at the earliest practicable opportunity.

High intensity strobe lights
•
•
•
•

Strobes lights should be switched on immediately before entering runways and switched off after
vacating.
Strobe lights should always be left on during flight.
In Newtownards, strobe lights should be left on at all times when on the active areas of the airfield
(outside the apron).
Strobe lights should be switched off when entering the apron areas or manoeuvring close to hangars
and whenever necessary to avoid dazzling other pilots or distraction in the cockpit (e.g. due to reflection
in cloud or fog).

Landing light
•
•
•

Operation should be checked before the first flight of the day and before any potential night flight.
The landing light should be switched on for take-off when entering the runway and switched off as part
of the after-takeoff checks unless used for conspicuity.
The landing light should be switched on for landing as part of the pre-landing or downwind checks and
switched off during the after landing procedure.

Taxi light
•
•
•

Operation should be checked before the first flight of the day and before any potential night flight.
The taxi light should be switched on before taxiing during dusk or darkness and at such times when the
PIC identifies a need for additional conspicuity.
The taxi light should be switched off before shutting off the aircraft and care taken to avoid dazzling
other pilots or ground personnel.
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F10

[F10] Handling Notes & Checklist – Cessna 152

These notes are intended to supplement the information contained in the POH for the Cessna 152 (C152 POH) and
to provide standardisation of procedures in UFC aircraft. They are for the guidance of pilots and may be deviated
from in the interests of safety or threat and error management in unusual conditions. In the case of any conflict
between these notes and the C152 POH, the POH shall be considered to be authoritative.
For detailed checks refer to the “Ulster Flying Club Cessna 152 Normal & Emergency Procedures Checklist” or an
applicable checklist based on the POH. Pilots must ensure that the checklist is designed for use in a Cessna 152.

Standard operating speeds
Rotate
Initial climb
Above 500 ft and clear of obstacles and built-up areas
Normal cruise
2300 RPM
Circuit
2100 RPM
Base leg
Flaps 20°
Final approach
Flaps full
Maximum demonstrated crosswind
1
In gusty conditions, add ½ gust value to approach speed.
Departure

55 KIAS
65 KIAS
75 KIAS
90-95 KIAS
85-90 KIAS
65 KIAS
60 KIAS1
12 kt

Use of carburettor heat
General: The carburettor heat control should always be operated fully; the use of partial heat can increase the
risk of carburettor ice and/or result in a failure to remove existing ice. The carburettor heat control should not be
used at high power settings (above 75%); if ice is suspected with a high power setting, the engine should be
throttled back to below 75% power before the carburettor heat control is operated.
Power check: The carburettor heat control should be operated as part of the power check and a drop in engine
rpm observed. If no drop is observed the cause must be investigated and rectified before flight.
Before departure: The carburettor heat control should be operated for about 20 seconds immediately before
departure to ensure that full power is available.
Climb: Carburettor ice is not very likely to occur in a climb with full power selected, however if ice is suspected
then the aircraft attitude should be adjusted and engine power reduced to below 75% before the carburettor heat
control is operated.
Cruise: The carburettor heat control should be operated for about 20 seconds at regular intervals in the cruise as
part of the cruise check. Remember that this will cause a reduction in power and either a slight loss of height or
a deceleration and a possible compass error. Only adjust the DI after the aircraft speed has stabilised.
Descent: The carburettor heat control should be operated before the power is reduced and should remain
selected whenever the engine rpm is outside the green arc.
Pre-landing: The carburettor heat control should be operated as part of the pre-landing check and a drop-in
engine rpm observed.
Final approach: The carburettor heat control should be operated before the power is reduced and should remain
selected whenever the engine rpm is below 1900. Cold air should be selected when descending through
approximately 200 ft AGL or when landing is assured, to ensure that full power is available in the event of a
missed approach. If a missed approach is initiated at a higher altitude, cold air should be selected before full
power is applied.

Leaning
Club aircraft should be leaned in accordance with the guidance given in the POH, particularly when cruising
above 3000 ft pressure altitude. Pilots are to familiarise themselves with the performance tables and ground
leaning procedures.
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F11

[F11] Handling Notes & Checklist – Cessna 172 S

These notes are intended to supplement the information contained in the POH for the Cessna 172 S (C172S POH)
and to provide standardisation of procedures in UFC aircraft. They are for the guidance of pilots and may be
deviated from in the interests of safety or threat and error management in unusual conditions. In the case of any
conflict between these notes and the C172S POH, the POH shall be considered to be authoritative.
For detailed checks refer to the “Ulster Flying Club Cessna 172S Normal & Emergency Procedures Checklist” or
an applicable checklist based on the POH. Pilots must ensure that the checklist is designed for use in a Cessna
172 S (marketed as Cessna 172 SP) which features a fuel injected engine and differs significantly from other
Cessna 172 variants in engine operation.

Standard operating speeds
Rotate
Departure
Initial climb
Above 500 ft and clear of obstacles and built-up areas
Normal cruise
2300 RPM
Circuit
2100 RPM
Base leg
Flaps 20°
Final approach
Flaps full
Maximum demonstrated crosswind
1
In gusty conditions, add ½ gust value to approach speed.

55 KIAS
70 KIAS
75 KIAS
100-110 KIAS
95-100 KIAS
70 KIAS
65 KIAS1
15 kt

Leaning
Club aircraft should be leaned in accordance with the guidance given in the POH, particularly when cruising
above 3000 ft pressure altitude. For the C172S, this includes leaning when on the ground and at all times when
demanding less than 75% power. Pilots are to familiarise themselves with the performance tables and ground
leaning procedures.

Garmin G1000 EFIS
Before operating UFC aircraft equipped with a Garmin G1000 suite ("glass cockpit") as PIC, pilots must
demonstrate their competence and proficiency in the use of the system and an understanding of the differences
in the aircraft's electrical system, either by way of previous experience (evidenced by logbook) or by engaging in
Qualified Pilot Orientation with a UFC FI as per SOP [P4] Qualified Pilot Orientation.
A comprehensive Garmin user guide and instruction manual are available in the UFC Flight Office and in
electronic form on request and prior familiarisation is advised.

Autopilot
Pilots must familiarise themselves with the operation of the autopilot units where fitted before use. The use of
autopilot below 1500 ft is not advisable; engaging the autopilot below 1000 ft, except testing on the ground, is
prohibited in UFC aircraft. In the event of a servo/trim runaway, the autopilot must be switched off and also
disconnected by pulling the circuit breaker.
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T1

[T1] Student Records

When a Student progresses from a trial or introductory flight to registering as a new UFC Member, a student
record should be opened by the FI as part of her/his first lesson or at the earliest convenience using two UFC
standard forms:

"Ulster Flying Club Student Record & Progress Report"
This is an A3 master sheet to be inserted in the Student's file containing general information and providing an
overview of course progress at a glance.
The type of course or training provided and, where applicable, the expiry of the medical certificate held must be
entered in the top row.
As each flying (or briefing) lesson is completed, relevant entries must be made, signed and dated, by the
respective FI in the "Flying Training Progress" section. Recommendations for theoretical examinations must be
recorded under "Theoretical Training" and Ground Examiners must record passes of theoretical exams, signed
and dated.
The importance of such an overview is highlighted by the provision of a "Solo Flight Authorisation Checklist"
which helps ensure that all required elements have been covered prior to authorisation of any Student solo flight.
Where doubt exists, the FI should assist the Student in tracing errors and satisfy her-/himself that the element
has been completed or else solo flight must not be authorised.

"Student Progress Report"
As continuation sheets to the "Ulster Flying Club Student Record & Progress Report", these are provided in A4
format and should be inserted in chronological order with the most recent on top and contain the following
information:
"DATE"

Date of flying or ground lesson

"AIRCRAFT"

Registration or, in the case of a ground lesson or standalone briefing, "GND"
or "GROUND"

"INSTRUCTOR"

Name of FI or, for supervised solo flight, "SOLO" and the name of the
authorising FI in brackets

"EXERCISE(S)"

Lesson number and lesson part identifier (i.e. 6.1) as per the applicable
syllabus

"REMARKS"

Notes and a concise summary of the lesson and in any event outstanding
items, items to be revised and focus items for the following lesson

"NIGHT?"

If night flying is recorded on a sheet, the night box must be ticked and only
night time recorded on that sheet; day flying must be recorded on a
separate sheet.

"GENERAL HANDLING"
"CROSS-COUNTRY"
"INSTRUMENT"

Times must be recorded in the respective column depending on whether it
was dual or supervised solo flight in decimal hour (one decimal place)
format as per aircraft Hobbs counter and added to previous totals for the
same category.

"TOTALS"

At the bottom of each sheet, totals of all columns should be entered,
including times brought forward from previous pages even if no time is
logged on the sheet in that category.

"GRAND TOTALS"

From the column totals for each type of flight time under "Totals", totals for
all dual, all solo, and a grand total of all flight time should be calculated to
be carried forward.
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T2

[T2] Progress Monitoring
Students training with one Flight Instructor exclusively

In general, continuity of training is best achieved by students flying with a limited number of FIs. During the early
stages of training (exercises 1-10) flying with just one FI will provide continuity and consistency. However, as the
training progresses, a variety in instruction styles will ensure that students have a wider learning opportunity.
Particularly during the pre-solo circuit training occasional flights with a different FI have proven to be beneficial.
Normally availability naturally ensures that each student flies with more than one instructor and benefits from
their different perspectives.

Mandatory progress checks (MPC)
Students are required to complete MPC (including the mock test) at three stages of their training as below. The
MPC may take the form of a regular lesson from the syllabus or revision and consolidation, as is appropriate, but
must provide opportunity to assess the following elements and must include theoretical questions as part of the
pre-flight briefing.
At the end of basic general handling and before the circuit stage (following exercise 11):
Knowledge of: aircraft parameters (speeds, weights, fluids) and use of POH; radio use and frequencies
for EGAD, EGAC approach and EGAD approach, aircraft systems basics (fuel, vacuum, electrical, engine,
warning), FREDA and HASELL checks
---------• Focus on airmanship
• Use of checklists
• Threat and error management
• Ability to execute general handling manoeuvres as instructed without prompting (turning onto selected
headings, levelling off from climb or descent at a predetermined altitude, maintaining that altitude and
direction)

•

At the end of the circuit and advanced general handling stage (following exercise 17):
Knowledge of: aircraft parameters (speeds, weights, fluids) and use of POH; airspace location, classes
and types; legal VMC minima; aircraft systems (advanced); emergency procedures (transponder codes,
121.500); radio use during all stages of local flight to the extent of receiving a basic service; weather
hazards; mass and balance implications
---------• Joining/leaving the circuit with lookout and traffic awareness
• Ability to execute circuits without prompting including common emergencies
• Proficiency in emergency landings (can be by way of briefing and glide approach)
Radio proficiency and confidence

•

At the end of all required lessons (mock test) and before being recommended for skill test:
Selected items including PFL, a cross-country leg and circuit emergencies to a standard as per CAA
"Standards Document 19 (A)":
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/srg_lts_Stds%2019_V7_Sept12.pdf [link checked on 2nd July 2020]

•

Whenever possible, an MPC should be conducted by an FI with no previous flying experience with the student
under review other than for the purpose of previous MPC.
The MPC must end with a thorough debrief during which minor errors and deficits must be addressed and major
errors or deficits discussed, explained and recorded with the Student. Direction should be given as to the steps
required to regain standard and the Student's "main" FI should also be informed in person at the earliest
convenience.
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[T3] Training Review Meetings

T3

The HOT should arrange regular (monthly) meetings to be attended by as many FI as possible, especially those
having provided a lot of training in the period leading up to such a meeting, and by the Aerodrome Manager at
least for part of the meeting to discuss operational routines and issues relevant to training.
Prior to such meetings, the HOT should engage with all FI to ask for discussion points or current issues and
extract such agenda points from the relevant section in the Duty Book as per SOP [A4] Duty QFI & Briefing.
A synopsis of the meeting and particularly of permanent changes and decisions should be made available to all
FI in the form of a notice on the information board in the Instructors' Office.

Disagreements and concerns
Disagreements between Instructors regarding training matters or standardisation, including any concerns,
should be addressed directly between the relevant parties if possible and it is advisable to add such points to the
agenda for a Training Review Meeting. In cases where such differences of opinion cannot be resolved, they must
be submitted in writing to the HOT and Aerodrome Manager who will assess the urgency and respond
accordingly.
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T4

[T4] Training Limitations

The additional limitations detailed herein are applicable to all Student supervised solo flights. Dual training
operations must be conducted within the limitations specified in SOP [F2] Operational Limitations; this is to
ensure that Students have the opportunity to experience occasional flight to the same limits applicable to selfhire flights in preparation for their Qualified Pilot status.
Type of flight

Maximum
Wind1

Crosswind

First solo

15 kt

POH2

Circuit/ATZ (day)

20 kt

POH2

Cross-country (day)

20 kt

POH2

Visibility

Minimum
Cloud ceiling

7 km

1500 ft

10 km

2500 ft

Visibility

Cloud base

Circuit/ATZ (night)

15 kt

10 kt

10 km

1500 ft

Cross-country (night)

15 kt

10 kt

10 km

2500 ft

Either EGAC (Belfast City) or EGAA (Aldergrove) must be open and fall within the specified minima at the
time of authorisation.
1
2

Including gust
The maximum demonstrated crosswind component as per POH.

Instructor discretion
Suitability of conditions within the above absolute minima should be assessed taking into account an individual
Student's ability, flight detail and stage of training.

Airborne and ground observations
Instructors should encourage Students to assess the suitability of conditions by meteorological observation,
reference to the aerodrome weather station, and trend monitoring including the acquisition and interpretation of
available aviation reports and forecasts and assist as necessary.
If conditions in the local area cannot be assessed conclusively from the ground or by reference to METAR/TAF,
an Instructor on shift may conduct a "scouting" flight consisting of a circuit or local flight within Newtownards
ATZ.
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T5

[T5] Student Solo Flight

Generally, supervised Student solo flights must be authorised by FIs only in accordance with SOP [A1] Flight
Authorisation and fall within the limitations detailed in SOP [F2] Operational Limitations. Furthermore, Student
solo flight should be authorised only after review of the Student record with consideration given to the Student's
ability and recent experience. If an FI only has limited experience of training with a particular Student, it is
advisable to consult a colleague who is more familiar with the Student.
Restricted FI must be supervised by an unrestricted FI as required legally and must not authorise first solo
flights or first solo cross-country flights. Unrestricted FI are encouraged to be mindful of restricted FI and
facilitate supervised solo authorisation whenever possible.

First solo flight
First solo flights may only be authorised by an unrestricted FI
•
•
•
•

immediately after a dual flight with the Student to satisfactory standard;
a valid medical certificate is a legal requirement and
UFC also requires Students to have passed the Air Law examination prior to any solo flight and
to have completed a dual flight instructing an emergency diversion to EGAA (Belfast Aldergrove)

A First Solo Flight Certificate should be signed and presented to the Student after landing; a number of copies
pre-signed by the Chairman are kept in the Instructors' Office.

Early solo flights/consolidation
Students with less than three hours solo experience on the specific aircraft type shall only be authorised for solo
flight immediately after a dual flight with the authorising instructor.

First solo cross-country flight
First solo cross-country flights may only be authorised by an unrestricted FI if satisfactory completion of a
navigation briefing and flight planning along with a plog can be evidenced. UFC also requires Students to have
passed the Meteorology and Navigation examinations prior to any solo cross-country flight.
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T6

[T6] Training Documents

The UFC provide a range of documents for training use ([X2] Standard Training Forms) but Students may choose
to use their own preferred documents as long as all relevant information is covered as per syllabus
requirements.

Plog
UFC make available a standard plog to facilitate an easy introduction to flight planning and navigation; printed
copies are available in the Flight Office and an electronic version can be downloaded from the "Pilots" section on
the UFC website. Fuel data is provided for reference and based on most adverse conditions. Students must be
encouraged to calculate fuel flow based on actual conditions whenever possible.
If students use a different, including their own, plog, it must contain all of the following information for each leg
to ensure safe solo flight:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waypoint names
Minimum safe altitude
Planned altitude
True track
Wind velocity
True heading
Variation
Magnetic heading
Airspeed
Ground speed
Distance
Time
Estimated time of arrival
Actual time of arrival
Fuel plan (covering start-up, taxi, take-off, climb, enroute and alternate plus reserves)

Students are also advised to note down relevant navigation aid designators and frequencies and communication
radio frequencies.

Mass & balance sheets
UFC provide mass & balance sheets for all UFC aircraft types in the Flight Office and on the website. If Students
choose to use them, they must be informed that the station arms are based on mean POH values where ranges
are given and that aircraft-specific weights must be checked against the aircraft's weighing report. Students
should be encouraged to use the station arm value specific to their loading arrangements and learn to extract
information from the POH from an early stage.

Radio sheet
A radio sheet summarising standard radio calls is available from the Flight Office as a reference for early
Students. Its purpose is to provide guidance in the initial stages of training with the aim of increasing radio
confidence and overcoming "radio shyness"; it is not a substitute for communication training as per the relevant
syllabus and use during flight should be discouraged as soon as the initial training stage is completed.
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[T7] Training Standardisation

T7

In order to make transition between FI easier for Students, UFC propose certain training standards as guidance.
Teaching need not be strictly confined to those standards and occasional departures from standard procedure,
adequately briefed, are valid and important learning opportunities for Students and help instil a PIC mind-set by
encouraging prospective pilots to make informed and planned decisions.

Departure briefing
As part of the pre-takeoff checks, Students should be encouraged to give a condensed departure briefing,
reiterating actions to be taken in an emergency and departure procedure if the plan is to leave the circuit, for
example (RWY 21):
"After departure I will climb to 1500 ft in a left circuit to depart overhead towards Comber and contact Belfast
Approach abeam Scrabo Tower. In the event of an engine failure with insufficient runway for relanding and below
500 ft, I will pitch for 65 KIAS and select a field within 30° either side of the nose for an emergency landing; above
500 ft, I will turn left towards the airfield to land."

Flow checks
Whilst most checklists are to be carried out as procedural checklists, the after landing actions should be
completed as a flow check/procedure and verified by checklist after vacating the runway and critical taxiways
(especially at bigger controlled airports). The difference between procedures (memory or flow checks),
checklists and combined procedural checklists should be pointed out to Students.

Downwind/pre-landing checks
UFC use a BUMPFLITCH mnemonic for downwind/pre-landing checks and Students are encouraged to perform
checks equally systematically and consistently if they use a different method.
()
B
U
M
P
F
L
I
T
C
H

Carburettor heat on (C152)
Brakes
Undercarriage
Mixture
Primer (C152)
Fuel
Landing lights on
Instruments
Temperature and Pressure
Carburettor heat off (C152)
Harnesses, belts, doors (including passengers)

Circuits
The standard circuit is flown at 1000 ft AGL/AMSL and occasional lower circuits are encouraged to demonstrate
low visibility/poor weather circuits; if it is non-standard, altitude should be reported with radio calls and care
taken when the Microlight circuit is active at 700 ft AGL/AMSL.
FI should ensure that Students are able to fly circuits by runway reference as well as by local landmarks in
preparation for visiting other aerodromes. Whilst it is advisable to turn downwind on reaching 1000 ft, aircraft
performance does not always allow for it and the turn should be commenced at a lower altitude if necessary to
avoid leaving the ATZ or being carried too far from the airfield. The turn onto final approach must be made far
enough from the runway to ensure sufficient distance on final approach but within the ATZ unless conditions
require otherwise.
Reasons for non-standard (including slow safe cruise with the initial stage of flaps) or wider circuits due to
traffic or to follow a leading aircraft should be explained to Students.
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Joining
Students must be proficient in using the standard overhead join as the preferred method when other aircraft are
in the circuit but should also be familiar with all other joining options, not least because of the likelihood of
encounter at controlled airfields. Traffic considerations and the importance of clear and proactive radio
communication must be emphasised.

Magneto checks
The recommended UFC procedure for checking for a live magneto is to select the left and right magnetos in turn
at a power setting of at least 1200 RPM (higher during power checks) and observe a drop in engine RPM. These
checks are on the after engine start checklist and part of the engine power check.
It is recommended that a further dead-cut check be performed as part of the shutdown checklist by
momentarily turning the key to the off position at low RPM and checking for a pronounced drop in RPM; care
must be taken not to allow the engine to stop completely. Failure of this test indicates a fault in the ignition
switch causing a live magneto which poses a serious risk to ground handlers and the next pilot and must be
recorded as a defect and reported to Ground Crew at the earliest opportunity.
The procedure must be explained to Students and it should be noted that if any doubt exists as to the
serviceability of a magneto or if plug fouling is suspected, the aircraft should be returned to the apron to be
checked by an FI and referred to an engineer as required.
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T8

[T8] Standard Navigation Exercises

Navigation exercises should be flown with reference to the "Flight Planning Workflow" in order to ensure steady
expansion of Students' skills through the navigation stage; focus items are given for each exercise and the aim is
to reach full flight planning proficiency in all listed steps at the latest prior to exercise 18A8.
Exercise

Dual
Solo

Route

Objectives

Workflow

18A

Dual

As briefed (primarily ground briefing)

Map reading & sector rec.
Lost procedures

1,2,3,6

18A1

Dual

Comber-Bishops Court-Hillsborough

Map reading
Use of compass and DI

1,2,3,6

18A2

Dual

Comber-Hillsborough-Bishops Court

Map reading
Position reporting

5

18A3

Solo

As per 18A1 or 18A2

As per 18A1 or 18A2

7

18A4

Dual

Comber-Tandragee-Ballynahinch

Course correction
ETA correction

4, 8,9

18A5

Solo

As per 18A4

As per 18A4

4, 8,9

18B

Dual

As briefed

Practice low level/poor
weather navigation

5

18C

Dual

As briefed

Use of radio navigation aids

1,2,3
(radio)

18A61

Dual

Comber-Sprucefield-Nutts Corner-Mayobridge –
Comber (or as required)

Practice diversion
Built-in/external GNSS1

1-10

Practice emergencies & use
of all navigation techniques

1-10

Comber-Lisburn-Nutts Corner-Aldergrove (land)2
Toome-Enniskillen (land)2
Enniskillen – Ballynahinch – Newtownards (land)

18A72

Dual

18A82

Solo

As per 18A7 (same route as selected dual)2

PPL qualifying crosscountry exercise3

1-10

18A9

Solo

Bespoke route4

Pre-flight planning
Decision making

1-10

2

Groomsport-Ballycastle-Eglinton (land)
Eglinton-Omagh-Aldergrove (land)2
Aldergrove-Lisburn-Newtownards (land)

1
The CAA recommend and will soon require training on GNSS systems (built-in or external like SkyDemon) to include strengths (situational
awareness) and limitations of such systems.
2
PPR required for Ennsikillen (02866 329 000) or Eglinton (02871 810 784) and notification of Woodgate Aviation advised for Aldergrove (02894
422 478).
3

Students are advised to keep all landing fee receipts and bring the "Solo Cross-Country Certificate" ([X2] Standard Training Forms) to be
signed by officials/handlers at both airfields to evidence their qualifying exercise, even though there no longer exists a legal requirement.

4

As the solo navigation exercises are short routes, Students may require more solo (cross-country) flight time towards the end of their
training. Where such a shortage exists, bespoke navigation routes may be planned and flown as authorised by the respective FI.

Flight Planning Group Briefings
In recognition of the increased briefing time required during the early navigation stage, UFC offer regular Flight
Planning Group Briefings covering the items in the "Flight Planning Workflow" in detail. They are not mandatory
but strongly recommended for Students in the latter half of their circuit stage and are open to all, including
Qualified Pilots, as a refresher.
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[T9] IR(R) Course

UFC is authorised to conduct training for the grant, renewal and revalidation of the Instrument Rating
(Restricted) and the Instrument Meteorological Conditions Rating on UK EASA PPLs and National PPLs
respectively. Instructors conducting this type of training must have successfully completed a course and test
and had the restriction preventing Applied Instrument Instruction removed from the Instructor privileges on their
licence.
Training is conducted using the approved IR(R)/IMC Course Lessons.

Lesson 1

Aim:

To introduce the student to instrument attitude flying

Airmanship:

Instrument checks

Air exercise: Instructor demonstrates instrument indications during basic flight manoeuvres, explains
physiological factors and basic instrument scan. Student practises. Instructor demonstrates S&L scan and
level turn scan. Student practices under hood.
Aim:

To practice S&L scan and level turn scan and to teach the student how to climb
and descend, using appropriate scans, with and without turns

Airmanship:

FREDAMI, ATIS

Lesson 2

Air exercise: Instructor demonstrates climbing scan with and without turns. Student practices S&L and level
turns under hood. Instructor demonstrates descending scan, with and without turns. Student practices
climbing and descending with and without turns under hood. Student tunes in ATIS and listens.
Aim:

To combine the skills learned in previous lessons in flying set instrument flight
profiles

Airmanship:

ATC services

Lesson 3

Air exercise: Student flies, under hood, to suitable area and then flies instrument profiles as directed by
Instructor
Aim:

To practice flying instrument flying profiles and to teach the student how to
recover from unusual attitudes using the full panel

Airmanship:

FREDAMI, ATIS, SID navigation aid

Lesson 4

Air exercise: Student flies, under hood, to suitable area and then flies instrument profiles on direction of
Instructor. Instructor demonstrates recovery from unusual attitudes using full panel (high nose attitude,
approaching stall with and without bank, low nose attitude, bank increasing, speed increasing) Student
practice.
Lesson 5

Aim:

To learn how to fly on a limited panel

Airmanship:

SID navigation aid, ATIS

Air exercise: Student flies, under hood, to a suitable area. Instructor demonstrates limited panel scan, S&L,
climbing, descending, with and without bank. Student practice.
Aim:

To teach the student how to recover from unusual attitudes (as in Lesson 5, and
to include a level steep turn) using a limited panel; to introduce the student to
the use of the magnetic compass

Airmanship:

FREDAMI, MSA

Lesson 6

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to suitable area. Instructor demonstrates recovery from unusual
attitudes using a limited panel. Student practice. Instructor demonstrates compass and timed turns. Student
practice.
Lesson 7

Aim:

To teach the student to track to and from a VOR

Airmanship:

SID, Max Drift

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to suitable area and then tunes, identifies and displays a navigation aid
as directed by Instructor. Instructor demonstrates how to track to and from the navigation aid. Student
practice.
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Lesson 8

Aim:

To teach the student to track to and from a VOR on specific radials

Airmanship:

SID, ATC Services

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to suitable area. Instructor demonstrates intercepting and maintaining
inbound and outbound radials. Student practice
Lesson 9

Aim:

To teach the student to track inbound to and outbound from a NDB

Airmanship:

NDB errors, Bad weather circuit

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to suitable area. Instructor demonstrates tracking to and from a NDB.
Student practice.
Lesson 10

Aim:

To teach the student to track to and from a NDB on specific tracks

Airmanship:

ATC Services

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to suitable area. Instructor demonstrates intercepting and maintaining
specific tracks to and from a NDB. Student practice
Lesson 11

Aim:

To practice flying to and from navigation aids

Airmanship:

FREDAMI, Bad weather circuit

Air exercise: Student flies a route under the hood, as given by the Instructor, using navigation aids
Lesson 12

Aim:

To teach the student to fly a procedural approach

Airmanship:

ATIS, Airfield approach checks, Bad weather circuit

Air exercise: Student flies under the hood to RINGA or other suitable location. Instructor demonstrates a
procedural approach using a suitable approach plate superimposed on RINGA or other suitable location.
Student practice.
Lesson 13

Aim:

To practice flying approaches

Airmanship:

Radar vectoring, MDH(A), DH(A)

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to RINGA or other suitable location. Student practices approaches as
directed by Instructor (procedural and ‘radar vectored’)
Lesson 14*

Aim:

To teach the student to fly holds

Airmanship:

Max drift

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to RINGA or other suitable point. Instructor demonstrates flying the
hold from a suitable procedure superimposed on RINGA or other suitable point. Student practice
* if student is progressing well and will benefit from learning about holding – otherwise repeat Lesson 13
Lesson 15

Aim:

To practice flying approach procedures

Airmanship:

ATIS, Airfield approach checks. MDH(A), DH(A)

Air exercise: Student flies under hood to suitable starting point and then flies one or more approaches at
EGAC, EGAA or other suitable airport. Instructor may need to demonstrate some aspects of the approach.
Lesson 16

Aim:

To brush up and review all items prior to IRR/IMC Skill Test

Airmanship:

IMC privileges

Air exercise: Student pilot flies under hood, as directed by the Instructor. If not already accomplished, an
approach may be carried out in order that it may be signed off as satisfactory by the Instructor, so that only
one approach need be carried out during the Skill Test.
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[T10] Theoretical Instruction & GroundSchool

T10

Whilst formal theoretical training is not required by the CAA, experience has shown that attending such training
not only helps Students prepare for their theoretical examinations but also ensures integration of practical and
theoretical training, often resulting in more confident piloting and reducing the total hours needed to complete
the course close to the minimum legal requirement.
With the introduction of electronic examinations, an official recommendation is a prerequisite to sitting exams
and the brush-up day as well as individual and group sessions fulfil that requirement. A corresponding entry
must be made in the Student record.

Impromptu ground training
Students are encouraged to make use of downtime as a result of unsuitable weather conditions or aircraft
technical problems to revise theoretical course content both on an individual basis and in small groups. FI must
endeavour to facilitate such briefings when the opportunity arises. This is a naturally Student-led process and
topics can be covered on request. Students are also advised to obtain certain complex briefings (e.g. initial
navigation and flight planning) ahead of time in this manner to streamline their training when reaching a
particular lesson.

Full GroundSchool course
Under the title GroundSchool, a full course covering all subjects of the PPL(A) syllabus (and therefore including
that for LAPL and NPPL) is offered by UFC on a regular interval. The course is held over six days with a total
teaching time of 45 hours and Students can take the entire course or attend individual days. The first five days
cover the entire syllabus and day six is a revision day to ensure Students are familiar with the question format
and common "traps" and red herrings.
As the sessions are partly in brush-up format, students are required to have read the relevant theory material
covering all subjects which they are attending. The focus will be on topics which are known to be difficult to
understand by self-study and the connections between the individual subjects.

Training & lesson plan
A training & lesson plan, based on the EASA Part-FCL acceptable means of compliance document and national
differences, is made available to ground instructors (holders of an instruction certificate). The lesson plan lists
required chapters and teaching points in order of teaching and includes prompts and amplified notes. Ground
instructors should familiarise themselves with the material and teaching order before facilitating sessions and
guidance is available from the Head of Training.

Content and teaching
The course content will be presented by the ground instructors by a mix of methods and with various teaching
aids, depending on the need of a particular group of students and in line with professional judgment, teaching
experience and didactic preference. The Training and Lesson Plan (amplified compliance document) should
always be available during teaching as a thread and guide.
Available material and teaching aids include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Training and Lesson Plan
Slides referenced in the lesson plan
Skylearner
Training portfolio (worksheets, printouts)
Whiteboard and marker
Aircraft ("touchy feely" training in the hangar) & decommissioned instruments
Airplane models
Movable wing section
Inflatable globe
Aeronautical charts
Giant CRP-1
Demonstration guides (e.g. paper venturi)
Sample PPL exam questions
Standard Operating Procedures
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[T11] Examinations & Tests
Format of ground examinations

Only Ground Examiners authorised by the CAA and approved by UFC may administer and invigilate CAA
theoretical examinations at UFC.
The responsibility for the security and confidentiality of any applicable examination documents, including CAA
login details, lies with the Head of Training and is delegated to Ground Examiners approved by the UFC.
Theoretical examinations are subject to prior recommendation by FI and the HOT, respectively, which must be
recorded in the Student record (master sheet).

Examination subjects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Law
Aircraft General Knowledge
Flight Performance and Planning
Human Performance and Limitations
Meteorology
Navigation
Operational Procedures
Principles of Flight
Communications

Validity of exam passes
All nine EASA written exams must be passed within a period of 18 months. A pass in the complete set is then
valid for licence issue for 24 months from the date of the last exam pass. The IR(R) written exam is valid for 12
months from the date when the exam was passed.

List of UFC Ground Examiners
Mike Allen
Gary Ferguson
Roger McConnell

Mock test & record verification
Prior to being recommended for skill test a mock test is required which can be completed by a QFI of the UFC;
whenever possible, it should be conducted by an FI who has not previously flown with the Student. In preparation
for the mock test, students must ensure that their records are correct and all requirements have been fully
satisfied. Students are also advised to book time with an FI or the Aerodrome Manager to cross-check their
record against the UFC student record and rectify errors.

Certificate of training
When a student is approaching her/his skill test, the FI giving consolidation training, in collaboration with the
student, is responsible for ensuring that the student record is correct and that all the required exercises have
been completed satisfactorily. The Instructor shall also check that all training and written exams have been
completed and that the student’s medical certificate is current. The Student record should be totalled and
signed off by the HOT as ready for Skill Test including the “Course Completion Certificate” on the licence
application.

Skill test
Applicants for a skill test must be recommended for test by the HOT on behalf of the UFC who, in consultation
with the applicant, should ensure that verification and rectification of records and all theoretical examinations as
well as the radio oral examination have been completed.
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[T12] Changing Aircraft Type

Training for either the EASA PPL or LAPL will normally be conducted in one type of aircraft. However, an
occasional flight in a different type of aircraft may be useful to broaden a Student’s experience. Such flights may
add to the total training hours required to achieve the licence requirements and all aspects should be discussed
with Students prior to flight.

Dual flight in different types
Occasional dual flight at the Student's request for additional experience or due to availability should be
accommodated but the implications must be explained and the lesson pace adjusted to reflect the additional
learning process. There is no definitive requirement for Students to repeat a particular lesson in their normal
aircraft type as long as they demonstrate an understanding of its content.
Whilst dual cross-country flights may be completed in a different aircraft type, solo cross-country flights must
be flown in a Student's primary aircraft type used in training to ensure competence in the event of emergencies
and to avoid overload.

Changing aircraft type during training
Students, in agreement with their FIs, may decide to change the type of aircraft used for training part way
through the course. The decision on the amount and details of retraining required shall be made by the FI in
accordance with this SOP. The amount will vary, but the objective will always be to ensure that the Student is
safe and competent to operate the type in both normal and emergency conditions before any solo flight is
authorised.
In general the content of exercises 6-10 of the PPL and LAPL syllabi will need to be demonstrated and practised
on the new type, usually in an abridged form. In addition, sufficient circuit training will be required to ensure solo
standard is also achieved throughout the approach and landing.
Even if the student has previously flown solo on a different type at least two hours of solo consolidation shall be
flown in the circuit (including at least three separate solo flights) before the student progresses on to the
remainder of the syllabus. Any proposed reduction in this solo consolidation for a particular student shall be
discussed with and authorised by the HOT.
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[T13] Instruction In Privately Owned Aircraft

T13

General
The policy of the UFC as Licensee of Newtownards Aerodrome is that all instruction in single engine piston
aircraft from Newtownards shall take place through the UFC. Such instruction shall only be undertaken by duly
licenced FI authorised by the UFC. This does not apply to training flights in non-resident aircraft making an
intermediate landing in Newtownards.

Privately owned aircraft
If the owner of an aircraft desires to be instructed in her/his own aircraft, this can be arranged by UFC subject to
the provisions of the Air Navigation Order (ANO) in force at that time. Any person requesting instruction in an
aircraft certified in the private category shall produce evidence to the authorising Instructor that the conditions
to the relevant exemption have been satisfied. They shall also produce evidence of third-party insurance cover
valid for the proposed flight with a limit of not less than £1,000,000. The flight shall then be authorised in the
same manner as flights in UFC aircraft, included in the UFC booking system, and flight records and invoices will
be produced in the normal way.
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[T14] Unlicensed Operations
Background

In 2010 the CAA relaxed the requirement for aerodromes to be licensed during training flying. The ANO was
amended and Article 208A was inserted:
208A
(1) The operator of an aerodrome which is not a licensed aerodrome must not permit an aircraft flying or
intended to fly for a purpose specified in paragraph (3) to take off from or land at the aerodrome unless
satisfied on reasonable grounds that the aerodrome has adequate facilities for the safe conduct of such
flights.
(2) The commander of an aircraft must not take off from or land at an aerodrome which is not a licensed
aerodrome on a flight for a purpose specified in paragraph (3) unless satisfied on reasonable grounds that the
aerodrome has adequate facilities for the safe conduct of such flights.
(3) A flight is for a purpose specified in this paragraph if it is for the purpose of—
(a) instruction in flying given to any person for the purpose of becoming qualified for the grant of a pilot’s
licence or the inclusion of an aircraft rating, a night rating or a night qualification in a licence; or
(b) carrying out flying tests for the grant of a pilot’s licence or the inclusion of an aircraft rating, a night
rating or a night qualification in a licence.

Implementation
The UFC do not allow training operations during periods of reduced RFFS capability or while the aerodrome is
unable to operate under the conditions of its licence. This includes early mornings and evenings outside
published hours unless full RFFS cover is available. In such cases training operations must be discontinued until
full capacity is restored. Pilots returning from cross-country training flights should be informed accordingly on
initial contact and must land at the earliest convenience.
The use of unlicensed runways at EGAD for training purposes during otherwise licensed periods is permitted.
Subject to Pilots and FI being satisfied under the above regulation, UFC permit the use of both generally
unlicensed aerodromes (e.g. Castle Kennedy) and aerodromes normally licensed outside licensed hours (e.g.
Oban) for training purposes as part of Club events including fly-outs and Qualified Pilot orientation. Pilots are
advised that the use of Scottish HIA (Highlands & Islands Airports) are subject to out of hours indemnity
insurance/permits; more information can be obtained from the Aerdrome Manager.
Details of Newtownards aerodrome operating hours are promulgated in the UK IAIP. If the aerodrome is to be
unlicensed for any significant period of time (2 hours or more) during these notified hours, a NOTAM in the format
below is to be sent to the UK NOTAM office by fax (020 8750 3775). In the absence of the Aerodrome Manager,
Head of Training or CFI, the Duty QFI is responsible for initiating this NOTAM. Furthermore, the Duty QFI is to
inform based operators of all changes to the aerodrome status (post on the Safety Board).
NOTAMN//
A) EGAD
A) (insert DTG in format YYMMDDTTTT)
B) (insert DTG in format YYMMDDTTTT)
C) Continuous
D) NOT AVAILABLE TO AC REQUIRING A LICENSED AD
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N1

[N1] Aerodrome Management

Whilst the Aerodrome Manager is responsible for the airfield and all administrative tasks and decisions involved
(except where related to flight training and pilot standards and requiring consultation of flying staff), certain
duties are automatically delegated to the Duty QFI whenever available, these include:
•
•
•

Designating runway in use
Setting signals in the signal square
Disseminating weather information (Safety Board)

Reduction of RFFS capability
Details of Newtownards aerodrome operating hours are promulgated in the UK IAIP. If the aerodrome is to be
unlicensed for any significant period of time (2 hours or more) during these notified hours, a NOTAM in the format
below is to be sent to the UK NOTAM office by fax (020 8750 3775). In the absence of the Aerodrome Manager,
Head of Training or CFI, the Duty QFI is responsible for initiating this NOTAM. Furthermore, the Duty QFI is to
inform based operators of all changes to the aerodrome status (post on the Safety Board).
NOTAMN//
A) EGAD
A) (insert DTG in format YYMMDDTTTT)
B) (insert DTG in format YYMMDDTTTT)
C) Continuous
D) NOT AVAILABLE TO AC REQUIRING A LICENSED AD
Where practical and deemed necessary, incoming aircraft should also be notified by radio on initial call.
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[N2] Aircraft Refuelling
Background

The objective of this procedure is to minimise the risk associated with the re-fuelling of Aircraft and Helicopters
at the Ards Airport. This procedure has been produced following an assessment of the additional risks associated
with the re-fuelling of helicopters.

Application
This procedure applies to any aircraft fuelling activity carried out using facilities owned or operated by The Ulster
Flying Club (1961) Ltd.

General instructions
No re-fuelling of an aircraft or helicopter shall take place while any engine, propeller or rotor is running on the
aircraft or helicopter to be re-fuelled.
No unauthorised personnel are permitted on the ramp area; visiting pilots are responsible for ensuring that their
passengers are escorted and supervised at all times.
Passengers should only embark and disembark from helicopters when the rotor blades are stationary.
Rotors-running disembarkation of passengers is not allowed.
Staff should not approach a helicopter which has rotors running unless they are satisfied that there is adequate
clearance below the rotors AND they have received visual or radio communication from the pilot that they may
approach. All approaches shall be within the view of the pilot and from the front of the helicopter.

Instruction to drivers of airside vehicles including fuel bowsers
All drivers shall obey the following notice which shall be displayed in each vehicle:
The refuelling procedure for helicopters shall be that the helicopter is advised or marshalled to a safe location
and once the rotors and engines have been shut down the bowser driver brings the bowser to a suitable distance
to carry out the refuelling. The driver should avoid driving directly towards the helicopter.
The re-fuelling procedure for fixed wing aircraft shall be that the aircraft is taxied to a safe location and once the
engines have been shut down the bowser driver brings the bowser to a suitable distance to carry out the refuelling. The driver should avoid driving directly towards the aircraft.
Any items (such as re-fuelling steps) which could be disturbed by rotor wash shall be removed from the vicinity
of the fuel area or securely restrained whenever a helicopter arrival or departure is expected.
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[N3] Local Aerodrome Regulations & Flight Procedures

N3

Pilots are required to familiarise themselves with the aerodrome parameters detailed in Part 3 - Aerodromes
(AD) of the current UK AIP. In case of any queries, the Aerodrome Manager or Duty QFI should be contacted.
Due to the characteristics and location of the aerodrome and its surrounding terrain, pilots must pay particular
attention to the regulations and procedures detailed in EGAD AD 2.20 – EGAD AD 2.22. These are in place for
safety reasons and to maintain a respectful relationship with residents and the local community.
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X1

[X1] Standard Record Forms

The standard forms below have their own revision dates and are contained in a separate PDF document entitled
"UFC Standard Documents.pdf" and are made available in print in the Flight Office and on request.

Qualified Pilot Record (Master) A4

Qualified Pilot Record A4

Qualified Pilot Review Form A4

Student Record (Master Sheet) A3

Student Progress Report A4

Daily Duty Log (Duty Book) A5

Duty Book Agenda A5
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APP

X2

[X2] Standard Training Forms

The standard forms below have their own revision dates and are contained in a separate PDF document entitled
"UFC Standard Documents.pdf" and are made available in print in the Flight Office and on request. The plog and
mass and balance sheets are also available for download from the "Pilots" section on the UFC website.

Navigation Plog (Front) A4

Navigation Plog (Back) A4

Flight Planning Workflow A3

Solo X-Country Authorisation A4

Solo X-Country Certificate A4

Useful Resources A4
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[X3] UFC Incident Report Form

X3

The incident report forms in use at the UFC are available in print in the Flight Office and from the Aerodrome
Manager.
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X4

[X4] Recency Flow Chart

DAY
When was your last flight on type?

within 6 calendar
weeks

FLY!

within 12
calendar weeks

LAPL, PPL

more than 90
days ago

CPL, ATPL, FI(A)

no other piston
aircraft flights
within 6 calendar
weeks

any piston
aircraft flight
within 6 calendar
weeks

Check-out
Min. 1 circuit with
an FI/CRI or Staff
Pilot

FLY!

Check-out
Min. 3 circuits
with an FI/CRI

FLY!

NIGHT
Do you meet day recency requirements?

No

Check-out
As per day
requirements, can be
combined with a night
check-out

APPENDIX

Yes, and the last night
flight was outside the
last 90 days.

LAPL, PPL

CPL, ATPL, FI(A)

Check-out
Min. 3 circuits with an
FI (night)

Recency solo flight
Min. 3 circuits solo
before instructing or
carrying passengers
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Yes, and the last night
flight was within the
last 90 days.

FLY!
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